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Abstract:  
 

Title: The value of historic documents in the context of polar heritage.  

 

Polar journals, diaries, scientific notebooks, logbooks, and letters have considerable 

value as historical sources, scientific observation records, and heritage resources. 

They are a primary information source and tool for conservation processes 

associated with historic sites and monuments in Polar Regions. Many of these 

documents are now at risk due to their fragile state, especially those originating from 

the 19th and early 20th century. Many scientists already consult published diaries 

during research, but as many of these diaries are processed for publication, 

essential segments are often missing, rendering this material invaluable for research. 

Additionally, there is abundance of material that is not being accessed, and in many 

cases, remains unknown to researchers. 

 

Processing historic material 

 

Digitisation is a means of conserving historical information sources in perpetuity. 

Initially, digital copying takes place to allow multiple copies to be stored and widely 

distributed. Improved optical character recognition (OCR) programmes offer a swift 

method for an initial transcription which can later be enhanced through scholarly 

review and discussion. Crowd sourcing of transcriptions and analysis of images and 

other data provides an opportunity for the public to engage with polar heritage and 

produce useful outcomes. Thus, digitisation allows information to be collated and 

compared on a global scale. Projects1 digitising logbooks already exist (most from 

                                            
1
 CLIWOC: Climatological Database for the world’s Oceans: 1750 to 1850 http://ucm.es/info/cliwoc 

RECLAIM: RECovery of Logbooks and international Marine data http://icoads.noaa.gov/reclaim/ 
ACRE: Atmospheric Circulation Reconstructions over the Earth http://www.met-acre.org/ 
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merchandise ship traffic as early as the 17th century), but such projects cover largely 

the northern hemisphere, with little emphasis on the southern hemisphere.  

 

Diaries from expedition members from the late 19th century onwards have additional 

value to logbooks. Diaries contain information not only about positions and 

observations; they provide descriptions of wellbeing, behaviour and social 

interactions in relation to weather phenomena. This can provide additional 

information or explanations for the changes to layouts of huts, interior design, 

working spaces, etc. For instance, expedition members of the Discovery expedition 

(1901-1903) remained onboard the ship instead of using the hut because it did not 

meet the requirements of its purpose and thus, was instead used as a storage 

facility. Pioneers in Antarctic exploration in particular had to adjust their equipment 

and available resources very often due to the unexpected impact of harsh weather 

conditions.  

 

Working with diaries and logbooks 

 

The author has been undertaking digitisation of diaries and meteorological data to 

produce comparisons between personal accounts of weather and meteorological 

records. This process has revealed how greatly the perceptions of weather 

phenomena (see fig. 1 and 2) varied between expedition members based on their 

social wellbeing and the course of the expedition. By digitising products, we can 

more widely access and utilise the (mostly handwritten) material- that is frequently 

difficult to read and not contextualised - to grant better access to this material for 

scientists (e.g. meteorologists, medical researchers, and social scientists) through 

transcription, translation and background information.  

 

Example:  

The following two graphics have been created from three members of the Gauss 

Expedition in 1901-1903 (fig.1) and four members of the Discovery Expedition (fig.2), 

also in 1901-1903. The diary entries of these seven members for August 1902 were 

compared and depict how the descriptions of wind vary between the writers. The 

reasoning behind recording differences in perception of the wind was also further 

investigated; for example, one expedition member often mentioned in his diary 

headaches and irregularities in sleeping habits when the wind increased. 

 

Please note that the subjective wind scale is produced according to descriptions in 

the diaries and is not identical with the official Beaufort scale.  
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Figure 1: Description of wind in the diaries of Bjorvig, Gazert and Drygalski in August 

1902 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Description of wind in the diaries of Wilson, Lashly, Skelton, and Ferrar in 

August 1902 

 

In addition to the weather phenomena, a vast array of social factors, such as 

biographical background of the writer, rank, work load, human relations, food,2 etc. 

                                            
2
 For social conditions on early expeditions see: Rack, U.; Sozialhistorische Studie zur Polarforschung 

anhand von deutschen und österreich/ungarischen Polarexpeditionen zwischen 1868-1939, Berichte 
zur Poalr- und Meeresforschung, vol 618 (Bremerhaven, Alfred-Wegener-Institute, 2010) 
http://hdl.handle.net/10013/epic.35941 
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have been taken into consideration to explain conditions reported by each expedition 

member.3 This combination of factors will allow us to better understand early 

expeditions and their outcomes. If more diaries are processed, access to such 

information will continue to grow. 

 

Diaries, maps, photographs, and scientific notes can assist in identifying geographic 

locations, artefacts and their past usage. The 2013 discovery and confirmation of two 

campsites on Mount Erebus utilised historical material, including digitised material; 

upon a volcanologist’s recent discovery of camp debris; comparisons of his pictures 

were made with pictures from Frank Debenham and members of the Terra-Nova 

Expedition during the Mt. Erebus ascent in 1912. Through comparison of these 

photographs and consultation of Debenham’s diary entries, it was confirmed that this 

was the same site of the 1912 expedition, and a new historic site was the result. 

More sites confirmed with historical material are awaiting confirmation this season.4  

  

Conclusion 

 

Much unknown material with the potential to extend research opportunities and 

benefit polar expeditions remains in public and private archives and libraries.5 Future 

work remains to prepare this information to a high standard, through transcription, 

translation and review, for accessible data collections. From here, it can be further 

processed with suitable software programs, to extract the material a researcher is 

seeking to answer their research question. This is where interdisciplinary 

collaboration will be fundamental.  

 

This paper and complementary poster will present examples, such as the examples 

described in previous paragraphs, of how closer cooperation between historians and 

scientists that utilise digitisation can enhance the conservation of polar heritage. 

 

________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
3 Mocellin J. S.P.; Suedfeld P.; Voices from the Ice: Diaries of Polar Explorers; in Environment and 

Behaviour 1991 23:704, DOI: 10.1177/0013916591236004 http://eab.sagepub.com/content/23/6/704 

(last accessed: 24 January 2014) 
4
 Atop an Antarctic Volcano, NSF-funded Researcher Finds Camp Site from the "Heroic Age" of 

Antarctic Exploration http://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=126279 (last accessed: 27 
February 2014) 
5
 Some material is in private possession which is the most difficult one to access. Dr. Hans Gazert’s 

diary (Gauss Expedition, 1901 – 1903) is in private possession and could be retrieved with courtesy of 
his daughter in 2003. However, often is the use of this material restricted and has to be handled with 
care to demonstrate respect for the family. 

http://eab.sagepub.com/content/23/6/704
http://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=126279

